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Crystal structure of truncated human apolipoprotein A-I suggests
a lipid-bound conformation
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ABSTRACT The structure of truncated human apoli-
poprotein A-I (apo A-I), the major protein component of high
density lipoprotein, has been determined at 4-Å resolution.
The crystals comprise residues 44–243 (exon 4) of apo A-I, a
fragment that binds to lipid similarly to intact apo A-I and
that retains the lipid-bound conformation even in the absence
of lipid. The molecule consists almost entirely of a pseudo-
continuous, amphipathic a-helix that is punctuated by kinks
at regularly spaced proline residues; it adopts a shape similar
to a horseshoe of dimensions 125 3 80 3 40 Å. Four molecules
in the asymmetric unit associate via their hydrophobic faces
to form an antiparallel four-helix bundle with an elliptical
ring shape. Based on this structure, we propose a model for
the structure of apo A-I bound to high density lipoprotein.

Atherosclerosis is the underlying cause of most cardiovascular
disease, the leading cause of death in affluent Western societies.
It contributes to the progression of coronary artery disease and
cerebrovascular insufficiency, which lead to ischaemic heart dis-
ease, myocardial infarction, and stroke. The results of several large
clinical trials have demonstrated that elevated high density li-
poprotein (HDL) levels correlate strongly with reduced risks of
atherosclerosis and coronary artery disease (1–3). The importance
of HDL to the prevention of atherosclerosis is consonant with its
role as the mediator of reverse transport of cholesterol from
peripheral tissues to the liver for catabolism (4, 5).

HDL is a heterogeneous collection of lipoprotein particles.
Nascent HDL is a discoidal particle composed of protein, phos-
phatidylcholine, and small amounts of cholesterol. In contrast,
mature HDL is a spherical particle that consists of half lipid
(mostly phosphatidylcholine, cholesterol, cholesterol esters, and
triglycerides) and half protein by weight. Apolipoprotein A-I (apo
A-I) is the major protein in HDL. In addition to its structural role,
apo A-I has a functional role in the reverse transport of cholesterol:
it promotes the reversible efflux of cholesterol from peripheral cell
plasma membranes into HDL; it activates lecithin-cholesterol acyl
transferase, the enzyme that traps cholesterol within HDL by
converting cholesterol to cholesterol esters (6); and it is responsible
for the recognition of HDL by liver (and adrenal cell) HDL
receptors (7–10). Of all the apolipoproteins, levels of apo A-I alone
correlate with the protective effect of HDL against atherosclerosis
(11, 12).

The structures of lipoproteins have been studied intensively
for decades (13–15). Sequence analysis has shown that apo A-I
and other apolipoproteins consist of repeated amphipathic
a-helices, 11 or 2 3 11 amino acids in length, that provide the
lipid-binding regions of these proteins (16). Detailed second-
ary (17) and tertiary (18) structural models of apo A-I have
been proposed. Hydrodynamic methods, electron microscopy
and small angle x-ray scattering showed that spherical HDL

consists of an '84-Å diameter, low electron density core of
neutral lipids and phospholipid acyl chains, surrounded by an
'12-Å-thick, high electron density shell of phospholipid head
groups and protein (19). Apo A-I is thought to form a mosaic
structure on the surface of spherical HDL, with the amphi-
pathic helices nestled between the phospholipid head groups.
Discoidal HDL is composed of a phospholipid bilayer sur-
rounded on the edge by apo A-I. Two models have been
proposed for the conformation of apo A-I on the edge of the
disc. In the ‘‘belt’’ model, apo A-I forms curved a-helices that
wrap around the disc (helices perpendicular to the lipid acyl
chains). In the ‘‘picket fence’’ model, apo A-I consists of short
antiparallel a-helices separated by reverse turns (helices par-
allel to the lipid acyl chains; ref. 20).

We recently described a truncation mutant of human apo A-I,
apo D(1–43)A-I, that contains residues 44–243 of native apo A-I
(21). Apo D(1–43)A-I and native apo A-I exhibit similar lipid-
binding properties, based on several lines of evidence: both
associate exclusively with plasma HDL; both show identical
exclusion pressures in egg phosphatidylcholine monolayers; both
have similar free energies of binding to palmitoyl oleolyl phos-
phatidylcholine vesicles; and both proteins have similar a-helical
contents when bound to lipid (21). Unlike apo A-I, no changes in
secondary structure occur when apo D(1–43)A-I binds to lipid
(21), and near-UV CD, 8-anilinonaphthalene sulfonate (ANS)
binding, and thermodynamic stability demonstrate that lipid-free
apo D(1–43)A-I adopts a tertiary structure that is distinctly
different from that of lipid-free apo A-I. Furthermore, the
proteolytic cleavage pattern of lipid-free apo D(1–43)A-I is
essentially identical to that of lipid-bound apo A-I (D.P.R., L. M.
Roberts, J. Lebowitz, J.A.E., and C.G.B., unpublished results).
We suggested that these data are consistent with (i) a structural
rearrangement of the C-terminal domain of apo A-I from a
largely unfolded state to an a-helical, lipid binding-competent
conformation in lipid-free apo D(1–43)A-I; and (ii) an overall
structure for lipid-free apo D(1–43)A-I that is similar to lipid-
bound apo A-I (ref. 21; D.P.R. et al., unpublished results).

To take advantage of this unique opportunity to study the
putative lipid-bound structure of apo A-I using a more trac-
table, lipid-free protein, we undertook the crystallization and
structure determination of apo D(1–43)A-I. The structure
reveals that apo D(1–43)A-I adopts an unusual, curved a-
helical conformation that has important implications for the
structure and function of apo A-I when bound to HDL.

METHODS
Crystallization and Data Collection. Apo D(1–43)A-I was

overexpressed in Escherichia coli and purified by preparative
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reverse-phase HPLC as described (21). Greater than 97% of the
protein was in the methionine-reduced form. Large bipyramidal
crystals were obtained at 4°C from 1.2 M sodium citrate (pH
6.5–7.5). Precession photography showed the space group to be
P212121, a 5 97.47 Å, b 5 113.87 Å, c 5 196.19 Å. Crystal density
measurements in mother liquors of varying density (23) indicated
the presence of four molecules in the asymmetric unit (solvent
content 72%). X-ray diffraction data were collected on a MAR
image plate at 10°C using CuKa radiation (graphite monochro-
mator), and processed with MOSFLM, SCALA, AGROVATA, and
TRUNCATE (24). In the last resolution shell (4.22–4.00 Å), 25% of
the observations have IysI . 2, with an Rmerge of 0.340. Data from
this last shell were therefore incorporated into the analysis (Table
1). The self-rotation function (NCODE 5 1; ref. 25) showed three
noncrystallographic (pseudo)dyads at polar angles [v,w,k] 5
[66,128,180] (rotates molecule A onto B, see below; 3.8s);
[90,45,180] (AyC; 7.2s); and [25,–50,180] (AyD; 2.1s) that sug-
gested the presence of a 222-pseudosymmetrical tetramer in the
asymmetric unit.

Phasing and Density Modification. The structure was solved
using MIRAS (multiple isomorphous replacement with anoma-
lous scattering) phases derived from crystals soaked with 1 mM
[Pt2I2en2](NO3)2 (PIP) for 4 or 39 h. Two sites were determined
by inspection of the difference Patterson map Harker sections;
difference Fourier syntheses revealed five additional sites. These
sites were confirmed by a heavy-atom search (HASSP; ref. 26).
Choice of hand for the heavy-atom model was obvious from
SIRAS (single isomorphous replacement with anomalous scatter-
ing) and MIRAS maps calculated using refined (HEAVY; ref. 27)
PIP positions; these maps showed large solvent cavities surrounded
by long tubes of density, consistent with a-helices, that curved
throughout the unit cell. Solvent flattening (DM; ref. 24) with phase
extension to 4.5-Å resolution resulted in a map that was remark-
ably clear and easily interpretable in terms of four curved, pseudo-
continuous a-helices associated together in the shape of a ring.
From a Ca trace built with O (28), it was apparent that two
molecules of the tetramer had very similar but distinct shapes, and
that these two molecules (A and B) were related to two other
molecules (C and D) by application of the AyC noncrystallo-
graphic dyad. Iterative 2-fold noncrystallographic symmetry aver-

aging (DM; mask around the AyB dimer; Table 1), using data
sharpened by application of an artificial temperature factor (270
Å2; ref. 29), dramatically improved the side chain density in the
map. A portion of the final experimental electron density map is
shown in Fig. 1.

Model Building and Refinement. A complete model was built
into the sharpened, averaged map. Chain direction and register
were unambiguously determined as described below. Positional
refinement of the model was carried out against the sharpened
data (27–4 Å; F . 2sF) using X-PLOR (30); 2-fold noncrystallo-
graphic symmetry was constrained throughout (data to parameter
ratio, 1.6:1), and 5% of the data was reserved for calculation of the
free R factor. Refinement of 24 group temperature factors (one for
each secondary structural element) lowered the free R factor by
2.5%; these temperature factors appear to model varying levels of
disorderymobility along the length of the two molecules. The final
model has an R factor of 38.2% (free R factor, 42.8%; Table 1).
The high R factor is a result of weak data and a conservative
refinement strategy. Both Rcryst and Rfree drop by 10% when data
with F . 4sF are used (31). Our structure for apo D(1–43)A-I
consists of two unique molecules, A and B, each comprising an
overexpression vector-derived N-terminal methionine (residue
21) and residues 44–243 of apo A-I; 92% of the residues lie in the
strictly allowed regions (32) of the Ramachandran plot. Molecules
C and D are derived from A and B by application of the AyC
noncrystallographic dyad. The experimental electron density map
shows deviations from this noncrystallographic symmetry in the
orientation of many side chains, especially at crystal packing
contacts. We have not attempted to model these differences (33).
Figures were prepared with O and RIBBONS (34). Solvent-accessible
surface areas were calculated with GRASP (ref. 35; 1.4-Å probe
radius).

RESULTS
The structure of apo D(1–43)A-I determined at 4-Å resolution
(Table 1 and Fig. 1) comprises four a-helical, horseshoe-
shaped molecules that assemble in the crystal to form a tightly
associated elliptical ring (see Figs. 2 and 4). Residues 44–243
of apo A-I are present in each molecule. The tetrameric ring
can be divided into two pairs of molecules, AyB and CyD, that

Table 1. Summary of crystallographic analysis

Diffraction data and phasing statistics

Data Set Crystals
Resolution,

Å
Unique

reflections
Completeness,

% Redundancy ^IysI& Rmerge, % Sites
Rderiv,

% Rc, %
Phasing
power

Native 2 30-4.0 16,089 85 (50) 3.6 (1.3) 3.7 (0.9) 16.6 (73.2) – – – –
PIP39 2 24-4.2 13,760 84 (31) 5.9 (2.2) 3.8 (1.5) 17.0 (46.0) 7 37 62 1.32y0.96
PIP4 1 75-4.5 11,678 89 (61) 4.1 (1.8) 2.9 (1.9) 17.0 (34.7) 6 24 64 1.23y0.88

Averaging statistics
^FOM& ^Dw& FOyFC R, % FOyFC CC, % Map CC, %

Before averaging 0.45 – 36.7 77.0 51.2
After averaging 0.75 58° 10.6 98.6 90.7

Refinement statistics
Resolution,

Å Reflections Rcryst, % Rfree, % Atoms
Bond length

dev., rms
Bond angle

dev., rms
Ramachandran

outliers, residues

F . 2sF 27-4.0 15,543 38.2 (43.0) 42.8 (46.2) 3,294 0.010 Å 1.66° 31 of 402

Rmerge 5 ¥uI 2 ^I&uy¥I, where I is the observed intensity and ^I& is the average intensity of multiple observations of symmetry-related reflections.
Numbers in parentheses refer to those data in the highest resolution shell (4.22–4.00 Å for the native data set).

Rderiv 5 ¥uuFPHu 2 uFPuuy¥uFPu, where uFPu and uFPHu are the observed native and heavy-atom derivative structure factor amplitudes.
RC 5 ¥uuFPH 6 FPu 2 FHuy¥uFPH 6 FPu, where FH is the calculated heavy-atom structure factor amplitude; calculated for centric reflections only.
Phasing power 5 rms (uFHuyE), where E is the residual lack of closure error; listed for acentricycentric reflections.
FOM (mean figure of merit) 5 ^¥P(a)eiay¥P(a)&, where a is the phase and P(a) is the phase probability distribution.
^Dw& 5 rms phase change.
CC 5 [¥FOFC 2 (¥FO¥FC)yN]y{[¥FO

2 2 (¥FO)2yN][¥FC
2 2 (¥FC)2yN]}1y2, where uFOu and uFCu are the observed and calculated structure factor

amplitudes, and N is the number of reflections.
R 5 ¥uuFOu 2 uFCuuy¥uFOu; Rfree is calculated for a randomly-selected 5% of the reflections; Rcryst is calculated for the remaining 95% of the

reflections used in refinement.
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are related to one another by a noncrystallographic dyad. The
two molecules within each dimer, which are arranged in an
intimate, antiparallel fashion, possess very similar, but unique,
conformations. The hydrophobic residues of each dimer form
a strip that runs the length of the dimer. The two dimers bind
one another in an antiparallel manner, thereby burying these
hydrophobic strips, to form the tetramer. The unusual tertiary
structure of apo D(1–43)A-I is composed of amino acids that
possess normal geometry and phiypsi torsion angles (Table 1).

Monomer Structure. The apo D(1–43)A-I monomer adopts a
sharply curved horseshoe shape (Fig. 2a). The molecule consists
primarily of a pseudo-continuous, amphipathic a-helix that is
punctuated by kinks at regularly spaced proline residues. A short

a-helix at the extreme C-terminus is separated from the rest of the
molecule by several residues that adopt an extended, nonhelical
conformation. The curvature of the molecule places the N- and
C-termini near one another (23 Å), despite the fact that the
dimensions of the monomer are 125 3 80 3 40 Å.

Beginning at the N-terminus of apo D(1–43)A-I, residues
44–49 are random coil, whereas residues 50–65 form a-helix
A1 (Fig. 2a; the sequence of apo A-I is shown in Fig. 3). These
segments together constitute the first predicted helical repeat
(17). The absence of residues 1–43 in apo D(1–43)A-I may
cause residues 44–49 to be nonhelical. A slight kink at Pro-66
begins helix A2 (residues 66–87), which is essentially contin-
uous with helix A3 (residues 88–98; residue 88 is a Lys). A
more pronounced kink at Pro-99 initiates helix A4 (residues
99–120), a helix that both is unusually rich in aromatic residues
and contains Met-112, one of two Pt ligands in the heavy-atom
derivative. A second sharp kink at Pro-121 starts helix A5
(residues 121–142), and yet another kink at Pro-143 initiates
helix A6 (residues 143–164), which contains the other Pt
ligand, Met-148. Helix A7 (residues 165–186) also begins with
a kink at Pro-165, but continues without interruption into helix
A8 (residues 187–208; residue 187 is an Ala). A kink begins
helix A9 (residues 209–219) at Pro-209, which is terminated by
a 50° bend at Pro-220. The last 22-amino acid repeat of apo
A-I, predicted to be helical, is actually composed of eight
residues in an extended, nonhelical conformation (residues
220–227) followed by a 60° bend into helix A10 (residues
228–243). Regions of the monomer involved in crystal packing
contacts are better-ordered than those that are not, resulting
in group temperature factors that vary from 51 to 200 Å2.
Residues 44–49 and 209–227 are the most mobile (although
electron density is clearly present for these residues). The
proline-induced kinks in apo D(1–43)A-I are similar to those
found in other structures, except that the mean kink angle and
its standard deviation (40 6 17°; range 14–58°; Table 2) are
larger than that reported (26 6 5°; ref. 36). All of the helices
except A10 are slightly curved between the kinks.

Several facts demonstrate that the entire chain is traced
correctly and that the direction and registration are also
correct. (i) The experimental electron density map shows
continuous density for the entire main chain. At no point were
the connections between secondary structural elements am-
biguous (in part a consequence of the linear nature of the
molecule). (ii) Apo D(1–43)A-I contains only four methioni-
nes, at positions 21, 86, 112, and 148. Given this asymmetric
distribution, it is not possible to reverse the directionality of
our model and still keep methionines at the observed Pt
binding sites. (iii) Helix 4 has four aromatic residues and a
methionine, each of which has strong side chain electron
density (Fig. 1). If our model were traced backwards, the
sequence of helix 7, which has only one aromatic residue and
no methionines, would occupy that region of electron density
instead. (iv) Our model places all seven proline residues at
kinks in the electron density; reversal of the polarity of the
chain destroys this correspondence. The presence of prolines
at the kinks in the electron density is also a sensitive indicator
of the lack of out-of-register errors. (v) Essentially all of the
aromatic residues, histidines, and methionines have strong side

FIG. 1. Stereoview of the solvent-f lattened, noncrystallographic
symmetry-averaged experimental electron density map, contoured at
1.25s at 4-Å resolution, with the current model depicted. Helices A4
(right) and B6 (left) of apo D(1–43)A-I are shown, as are two Pt sites
(magenta octahedra). The Trp, Tyr, Phe, Met, and His residues of
these helices are labeled.

FIG. 2. Stereoviews of the apo D(1–43)A-I Ca trace. (a) The apo
D(1–43)A-I monomer, molecule A. The N- and C-termini are labeled,
as are each of the secondary structural elements described in the text.
These elements are also colored differently. (b and c) The apo
D(1–43)A-I AyB dimer, and the tetramer. The molecules are colored
as in a to facilitate identification of the alignment of the extensive
intermolecular interactions.

FIG. 3. Amino acid sequence of apo A-I. The secondary structural
elements are indicated below the sequence, as is the N-terminal region
that is not present in apo D(1–43)A-I. Proline residues are shown in
italics. Residues in helices 2–7 located at positions a and d of the
modified heptad repeat are shown in bold.

Biochemistry: Borhani et al. Proc. Natl. Acad. Sci. USA 94 (1997) 12293



chain electron density. Many other residues (especially
leucines) also have good side chain density. These five points
are satisfied simultaneously for the two independent molecules
in the asymmetric unit, and our structure results in chemically
sensible packing of both noncrystallographically and crystal-
lographically related molecules. Taken together, these facts
indicate that our model is traced correctly. We expect that the
overall structure and the relative alignment of the molecules
with respect to one another will not be altered substantially as
higher resolution data become available.

A helical hairpin model, in which the apo D(1–43)A-I mono-
mer is folded back on itself in the middle of helix 5, would also
be consistent with points ii–v noted above. This formal possibility
is definitely excluded, however, by the unambiguous, unbroken
main-chain electron density for helix 5 (i.e., helix 5 does not
contain a reverse turn). No other helical hairpin models are
consistent with the experimental electron density.

Dimer Structure. Molecule A of apo D(1–43)A-I described
above associates tightly with a similarly shaped molecule B to
form an antiparallel dimer (Fig. 2b). The only part of a
monomer not paired with its mate is residues 220–227. Mol-
ecules A and B are related by the AyB noncrystallographic
pseudo-dyad (179.8°), which is parallel to the long axis of the
horseshoe and runs between helices A5 and B5 at one end, and
helices A10 and B10 at the other. Two consequences of this
architecture are that the N terminus of one monomer is near
residue 220 of its mate in the dimer, and that the C-terminal
helices A10 and B10 are adjacent and antiparallel. Thus, the
dimer is a closed elliptical ring, even though the monomer is
an open horseshoe. This antiparallel arrangement causes spe-

cific regions of molecules A and B to be paired with one
another (Fig. 2b): helices A10 and B10 are paired; A5yB5;
A4yB6 and A6yB4; A3yB7 and A7yB3; A2yB7–B8 and A7–
A8yB2; A1yB8–B9 and A8–A9yB1.

Alignment of molecules A and B by the AyB pseudo-dyad
results in an rms deviation of 5.0 Å for 201 Ca atoms. When
the corresponding helices from A and B are aligned individ-
ually, however, the rms deviations range from 0.5 to 1.3 Å.
Thus, molecules A and B differ mainly in the angles of the
proline-induced kinks between helices (Table 2).

Formation of the apo D(1–43)A-I dimer results in the loss of
4,120 Å2 of solvent-accessible surface area for each monomer, for
a total buried area of 8,240 Å2 (21% of the total area of A and B).
One-half of this buried area is due to the association of hydro-
phobic residues, and 30% is due to the association of charged
residues. One face of the AyB dimer is predominantly hydrophilic;
the monomers possess electrostatic complementarity, as evi-
denced by many inter-monomer ArgyLys–AspyGlu salt bridges.
The other face of the dimer is strongly hydrophobic.

In addition to the tight, antiparallel AyB dimer described above,
two other dimers are also present in the apo D(1–43)A-I crystal
structure: the loose, parallel AyC dimer and the tight, antiparallel
AyD dimer. Formation of the AyC and AyD dimers buries 1,600
and 6,980 Å2 of surface area, respectively. Both the AyB and the
AyD dimers, but not the AyC dimer, possess a contiguous hydro-
phobic surface suitable for binding to lipid. It is notable that the
AyB dimer can open from a ring to a horseshoe simply by breaking
the short interaction between helices A10 and B10, whereas the
AyD dimer can open only by unzipping one-half of the extensive
AyD interface. The possible biological relevance of a facile con-
version between topologically closed and topologically open forms
of the AyB dimer is discussed below.

Tetramer Structure. Two apo D(1–43)A-I dimers associate
in an antiparallel fashion to form an elliptical tetrameric ring
(Figs. 2c and 4), with outer dimensions of 135 3 90 Å, and an
inner hole of 95 3 50 Å. The AyB and CyD dimers are related
by the AyC noncrystallographic dyad that runs through the
center of the ring (Fig. 4 a and b). The ring gently curves first
one way then the other (Fig. 4 c and d); the thickness of the
tetramer perpendicular to the axes of the ellipse is 60 Å. The
tetramer consists of an up-down-up-down antiparallel four-
helix bundle over about three-fourths of its circumference. The
N and C termini of each molecule lie on the inside of the ring,
whereas their mid-sections lie on the outside. Molecule A is

FIG. 4. RIBBONS (34) representation illustrating the elliptical and curved shape of the apo D(1–43)A-I tetramer. (a) The tetramer is shown with
the three noncrystallographic (pseudo)dyads: molecule A is gold, molecule B is purple, molecule C is pink, and molecule D is green. (b) View down
the AyC dyad. (c) As in b, rotated 90° around the horizontal axis—i.e., viewed down the AyD pseudo-dyad. (d) As in c, rotated '70° around the
vertical axis.

Table 2. Interhelical angles

Helix Junction

Angle, °

Molecule A Molecule B

1–2 15 14
2–3 19 8
3–4 47 51
4–5 47 57
5–6 58 42
6–7 48 54
7–8 12 18
8–9 17 29
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related to molecule D (and B to C) by the AyD noncrystal-
lographic pseudo-dyad (178.5°), which defines the short axis of
the ellipse and passes between helices A2 and D8 on one side
of the ring, and helices A8 and D2 on the other. The three
noncrystallographic (pseudo)dyads intersect at the center of
the ring (within 1 Å) and are mutually perpendicular (within
1°), giving the tetramer 222-pseudosymmetry (Fig. 4). This
pseudosymmetry places the C-terminal helices A10yB10 of the
AyB dimer next to the mid-point of the CyD dimer (helices
C5yD5), at a crossing angle of 51°.

Formation of the tetramer buries 8,480 Å2 of surface area from
each dimer, an amount comparable to the total area lost upon
association of the monomers to form the AyB dimer. A total of
33,170 Å2 of surface area (42% of the area of the separated
monomers) is lost upon tetramer formation. The exterior of the
tetramer is hydrophilic, with a uniform electrostatic potential. The
interior is composed mostly of leucine and valine side chains, which
are sequestered in the core of the four-helix bundle that makes up
most of the tetramer, and thus are not available to bind lipid. For
this reason, we do not believe that the tetramer observed here is
relevant to the lipid-bound structure of apo A-I. Rather, it seems
likely that the tetramer forms in these crystals, which lack lipid,
simply to shelter the lipid-binding hydrophobic face of the dimers
from exposure to water.

DISCUSSION
Our crystal structure shows that residues 44–243 of apoli-
poprotein A-I, which correspond to exon 4 of the gene, adopt
a continuously curved, amphipathic a-helical conformation
(Figs. 2 and 4). Regularly spaced prolines insert kinks in the
molecule that cause it to take on a horseshoe-like shape. A
previous secondary structure prediction (17) of apo A-I is in
good agreement with the apo D(1–43)A-I crystal structure, but
an earlier tertiary structure prediction is not (18).

Modified Heptad Repeats. On the basis of sequence homology,
the 11-residue amphipathic a-helical motifs of apo A-I and other
apolipoproteins can be segregated into two types, A and B (17, 37).
Type A helices almost invariably begin with proline, whereas type
B helices do not. In both types the pattern of hydrophobic residues
is similar to the canonical heptad repeat of a-helical coiled-coil
proteins: in a repeating seven amino acid motif (labeled by the
letters a–g) hydrophobic residues are found at positions a and d.
Whereas type B helices faithfully follow the canonical heptad
repeat, type A helices exhibit a modified, interrupted heptad
repeat. This is illustrated with the sequence of helices 4 and 5
(ABAB) of apo A-I (the heptad repeat, with the interrupting
residue c*, is shown under the sequence):

The modified heptad repeat is continuous across adjacent
helices when the c* interruption is included. Also, proline
residues are found only at position c of the heptad repeat. This
pattern holds true for helices 2–7 of apo A-I (Fig. 3). Canonical
heptad repeats are present on either side of this region; these
canonical repeats are out of phase, however, with the modified
repeats of helices 2–7. This phase-shift in the amino acid
sequence is reflected by a structural transition in the AyB
dimer, from side-by-side curved helices to straighter helices
that twist around one another. Also, the dimer crosses from the
outside to the inside of the tetrameric ring at this point.

Interruption of a canonical heptad repeat by the c* residue
rotates the orientation of hydrophobic residues following c* by 100°
relative to those preceding c*. This geometric consequence of the
naturally occurring apolipoprotein amino acid sequences appar-
ently has not been noticed previously (16). We observe just this
rotation in the crystal structure of apo D(1–43)A-I. This effect,
coupled with the proline-induced kinks, causes the direction of the

hydrophobic face of the pseudo-continuous amphipathic a-helix in
apo D(1–43)A-I to rotate every 11 residues. It is likely that this
regular and frequent re-orientation of the hydrophobic face of apo
A-I is required for the protein to wrap around curved lipid
surfaces. Consistent with this notion, the two independent mole-
cules in the crystal structure differ mainly in the interhelical angles
at the proline-induced kinks (Table 2) and in the degree of bending
between the kinks, near the c* residue of the modified heptad
repeat. These joints may give apo A-I the plasticity needed to
accommodate its shape to the curvatures of lipid particles of
different sizes. Finally, we note that many copies of the modified
heptad repeat are present in apolipoprotein A-IV (17).

Biochemical Correlations. The proteolytic cleavage sites ob-
served for lipid-bound apo A-I are generally consistent with the
crystal structure of apo D(1–43)A-I (38–41). The major sites
cluster at the proline kinks, the kink between helices 2 and 3, and
the sharp bend that initiates helix 10. Other sites occur in the
poorly ordered N-terminal region and adjacent to the Gly-Gly
dipeptide at the end of helix 7. Helices 1–3 and 7–9, which have
high temperature factors, appear to be no more susceptible to
proteolysis than the less-mobile helices 4–6 and 10.

The antiparallel association of two molecules of apo D(1–43)A-I
mandates that some antibodies raised against apo A-I should have
discontinuous epitopes—e.g., part of an epitope from helix 2, the
rest from helices 7 or 8. Unfortunately, existing monoclonal
antibody data (22, 42) reveal few epitopes at all in the C-terminal
half of apo A-I; thus, we cannot state whether such widely
discontinuous epitopes are indeed present.

Model for HDL. The size and shape of apo D(1–43)A-I are
ideal for wrapping around either discoidal or spherical HDL
(diameters 80–120 Å; ref. 15). Relaxation of apo A-I from the
elliptical shape seen here to a circular shape, more suitable for
binding to HDL, could be accomplished simply by adjusting
interhelical kinks and intrahelical bends, especially those kinks
('15° in this structure; Table 2) between helices 1–3 and 7–9.
We note, however, that the maturation of discoidal HDL into
spherical HDL must involve, at some point, an ellipsoidal
particle. The mobility of helices 1–3 and 7–9 in the apo
D(1–43)A-I structure, coupled with their average susceptibility
to proteolysis when apo A-I is bound to lipid (41), suggests that
these two regions are well ordered and probably more curved,
like helices 4–6, when apo A-I is bound to lipid.

HDL particles are often composed of two or four molecules
of apo A-I. Therefore, we suggest that when pairs of apo A-I
bind to HDL, they do so as the antiparallel AyB dimer
observed here for apo D(1–43)A-I. Of the two dimers observed
in this crystal structure that possess a contiguous lipid-binding
surface, the AyB dimer has the tightest interaction and can also
open from the topologically closed ring observed here to a
topologically open horseshoe simply by breaking the short
interaction between helices A10 and B10. Such a conversion
may facilitate the assembly of HDL particles that contain more
than two molecules of apo A-I.

We suggest also that apo A-I binds to discoidal HDL in the
‘‘belt’’ mode—i.e., the antiparallel AyB dimer of apo D(1–
43)A-I wraps around the edge of the disc. Larger discoidal
HDL particles comprised of four molecules of apo A-I can be
formed from two topologically open AyB dimers interacting
with one another; the interaction between open dimers would
again be mediated by helix 10. Discoidal HDL particles
comprised of three molecules of apo A-I require a doubled-
back monomer and an open dimer.

Finally, the shape and size of apo D(1–43)A-I suggest to us
that apo A-I binds to spherical HDL in a similar manner. One
possible model for spherical HDL comprised of four molecules
of apo A-I is shown in Fig. 5. The HDL particle in this model,
which was built with a minimum of distortion from the
observed crystal structure, is slightly ellipsoidal. As noted
above, ellipsoidal HDL is an obligate intermediate between
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discoidal and spherical HDL, and the model can be made
spherical by slight adjustment of the interhelical angles.

What Is the True Lipid-Bound Conformation of Apo A-I? Our
structure of apo D(1–43)A-I is the first crystallographic evidence
that supports any particular model (the ‘‘belt’’) for how apo A-I
binds to lipid. As described above, we are able to easily construct
models for apo A-I bound to discoidal and spherical HDL based
on the horseshoe-like shape of apo D(1–43)A-I. Because our
structure contains no lipid, however, we must rely on the known
biophysical properties of apo D(1–43)A-I, compared with intact
apo A-I itself, in claiming that this structure of apo D(1–43)A-I
represents the lipid-bound structure of apo A-I (21, 41). It is
possible that the true lipid-bound structure is instead more akin to
the ‘‘picket fence’’ model, or perhaps a zig-zag conformation
intermediate between the belt and the picket fence models.
Nevertheless, we believe that our crystal structure of apo D(1–
43)A-I reveals, at a minimum, an unusual conformation that apo
A-I can adopt, a conformation that may very well play a role in the
function of apo A-I.

Our models for the structure of apo A-I bound to both
discoidal and spherical HDL predict that the specific helix
pairings characteristic of the AyB antiparallel dimer seen in
the crystal structure of apo D(1–43)A-I are retained in apo A-I
bound to HDL. This prediction is amenable to experimental
verification by mutagenesis, crosslinking, f luorescence and
spin label measurements.

Note Added in Proof. X-ray diffraction data collected recently from a
frozen apo D(1–43)A-I crystal at the Cornell High Energy Synchrotron
Source (beamline A1, 100K, 30% glucose cryoprotectant) extended to
3.0-Å resolution.
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FIG. 5. Hypothetical model of apo A-I bound to spherical HDL.
Two dimers of apo D(1–43)A-I are shown as CPK models, colored as
in Fig. 4. The lipid head groups are represented by blue balls. At the
top of the model are helices A10, D5, C5, and B10 (left to right).
Separation of helices A10 and B10 of the AyB dimer allows the CyD
dimer to pass through the gap, over the top of the sphere.
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